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ZURICH 
REINVENTED

Zurich has always had a staid reputation associated 
with banking, luxury watches, premium chocolates, 
and a high standard of living. However, it has 

undergone a startling transformation in the past couple 
of years to become a culturally dynamic city that could 
give Berlin a run for its money. Nowhere is this more 
apparent than in Zurich West, a former industrial area 
now converted into a cultural district. Here, under defunct 
railway arches and in disused warehouses, a community of 
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This page: View of the Limmatstrasse 
in west of Zurich city.

From sleek boutiques and contemporary 
art galleries, to global cuisine 
restaurants, swinging bars and concert 
venues, Zurich West is a buzzing 
neighbourhood at all times of the day. 
 
Text Prachi Joshi
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from abstract painting and sculpture to photography, 
video, and film. 

Music mania
Zurich West’s premier music and performing arts 
venue is the Schiffbau, a handsome sandstone-
coloured brick building that was formerly a 
shipbuilding factory. The cavernous building now 
houses a theatre, jazz club and a restaurant. The 
building retains many of its original features such 
as the exposed walls and tall, arched windows. The 
theatre, Schauspielhaus im Schiffbau, has three 
separate stages and hosts a running calendar of 
performances. If you’re planning to catch a show, 

entrepreneurs, artists, and restaurateurs are hard at 
work. Here’s what to see and do, and where to eat 
and shop in Zurich’s most happening kreis (district). 

Art attack
A late-19th-century red brick building that was 
Löwenbräu brewery until 1986, transformed into a 
base for young artists, and is now synonymous with 
Zurich’s contemporary art scene. The industrial-era 
building recently underwent a metamorphosis with 
the addition of three new glass-and-steel blocks  
and an asymmetric black tower protruding from  
the centre. 

The Löwenbräu-Areal (Complex) now houses some 
of the most important museums in Switzerland. 
Kunsthalle Zurich is the most prominent amongst 
them, showcasing works of established and upcoming 
contemporary artists, with a focus on the intersection 
of art and current affairs. The museum has a rotating 
calendar of exhibitions and also holds regular film 
screenings, events and talks with artists. The Migros 
Museum tries to make contemporary art more 
accessible to the public by exhibiting works that take 
a stance on social issues. The Löwenbräu Complex is 
also home to several art galleries such as Hauser & 
Wirth, Galerie Francesca Pia, Bob van Orsouw, etc., 
and also has a delightful art bookshop, Kunstgriff, 
on the ground floor. While the art galleries are free 
to enter, there’s a combined admission ticket for the 
two museums. 

Nearby in Maag Areal, drop in at Galerie Eva 
Presenhuber, which exhibits contemporary artworks 
ranging from mixed media to the experimental. Near 
Prime Tower, Zurich’s tallest building, Galerie Peter 
Kilchmann specialises in artists working with socio-
political issues in all forms of artistic expression – 

Clockwise from above: 
Prime Tower is Zurich’s 
tallest building; Moods im 
Schiffbau is a popular venue 
for jazz performances; A 
former shipbuilding factory, 
Schiffbau is a hub for music 
and performance arts.

go on a Monday when the theatre offers half-
price tickets. Schiffbau also houses LaSalle, a chic 
French-Italian restaurant with modern glass-walled 
ambience. Moods im Schiffbau is an atmospheric 
venue for jazz, soul and blues music, and stages 
more than 200 shows a year. It is considered one 
of Europe’s best jazz clubs and draws both local 
and international bands. Housed in a glass cube 
above the Schiffbau is Nietturm Bar, a stylish bar 
with a stunning view of the city’s skyline. Another 
club with a view is Hard One, one of Zurich’s 
most glamorous spots for a night of dancing 
and revelry. The club also has a terrace, which is 
perfect for summer nights. Other swinging music 
venues in the Zurich West area include Hive for 
local bands, Supermarket for modern electronica, 
and Helsinki for its alternative music scene. 

Eat street
Zurich West has two main attractions for foodies. 

Begin your food journey at Im Viadukt, which is 
located under the arches of a railway viaduct and 
houses a row of shops, boutiques and restaurants. 
Markthalle is the central, indoor food market 
and a Mecca for the gourmands. Shop for fruits, 
vegetables, cheese, deli meats, and even flowers 
if you so fancy. Berg und Tal (which translates 
into Mountain & Valley), a slow-food specialty 
store where you will find all sorts of Swiss gourmet 
products from small, independent producers is a 
must-visit; take your pick from local honey, mustard, 
dry sausages, cold-pressed oils and more. Other 
shops worth checking out are Gusto for all things 
Italian, Tokyo Tapas for fresh sushi and sashimi, 
and St. Jakob Beck for a range of pralines, pastries 
and other sweet nothings. Restaurant Markthalle, 
located within the food court, is a buzzing restaurant 
especially during lunch. The other main food venue is 
the local favourite Frau Gerolds Garten, an open-air 
restaurant and bar with a fete-like environment, set 

Clockwise from above: 
Restaurant Markthalle 
is a buzzing restaurant 
especially during lunch; 
Savour grilled sausages 
and hot fondues at the 
open-air restaurant, Frau 
Gerolds Garten; Devour 
moules frites at Les Halles.
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amidst a grungy garden. Here you can savour 
cold beer and grilled sausages in summer and 
dip into piping hot fondues during winter. If you 
want a meal with a view, there’s no better place 
than Clouds, the restaurant-bistro located in 
Prime Tower, which gives panoramic 360-degree 
views of the city. For a quirky dining experience, 
check out Les Halles, an eclectic restaurant where 
every corner is stuffed with mismatched furniture 
and vintage knick-knacks; grab a drink at the bar 
or order moules frites (mussels and fries) and dine 
al fresco. 

Retail therapy
One of Zurich West’s most iconic structures 
is the Freitag Tower. Freitag is a cult label in 
Zurich known for its industrial chic bags, which 
are handmade from recycled truck tarpaulin, 
seat belts, airbags, and bicycle inner tubes. The 
brand’s flagship store in Zurich West stays true to 

the concept of recycling – the four-level 
building is made entirely by piling disused 
freight containers one atop the other. 
Step in and choose from hardy, colourful 
handbags, backpacks, and purses. 
Later climb all the way to the rooftop 
‘observation deck’ for a bird’s-eye view 
of the former industrial district and of the 
Hardbrücke road bridge winding its way 
into the city. Freitag also sells apparel for 
both men and women, which is made from 
biodegradable textiles such as hemp and 
flax, and can be composted at the end of 
its usable life. Next, head to  
Im Viadukt and browse through a plethora 
of indie designer shops, sports and fashion 
boutiques, and furniture stores. For the 
ladies, there’s Little Black Dress for an 
edgy take on the classic LBD, while men 
can find their perfect togs at Fashionslave. 
For the young and trend-conscious, the 
individualistic style (and affordable prices) 
of BIG is perfect, while the rather staidly 
named Beige expertly marries function 
and form to create timeless, everyday 
clothes. For vintage-style clothes, pop in 
at the boudoir-like store of Anne-Martine 
Perriard, and for quirky home goods 
and gifts, check out Einzigart. If you’re 
looking for vintage furniture, Bogen 33 
and Walter on either side of Freitag Tower 
are your best bet, selling everything from 
classic wooden pieces to colourful, pop-
art pieces. Also nearby is LeTom, whose 
array of hats, caps, and fedoras is likely to 
please the most demanding dandy. 

Fact File

Accommodation
The range of accommodation is vast 
from luxury hotels to budget options.

For more information
Log on to www.zuerich.com

Jet Airways operates 
direct flights to 
Amsterdam, Paris and 
Abu Dhabi. From these 
destinations, connect to 
Zurich with codeshare 
partners, KLM, Air 
France and Etihad 
Airways, respectively.
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This page: The 
Freitag Tower houses 
1,600 uniquely 
designed bags – the 
largest selection of 
‘Individual Recycled 
Freewaybags’ in the 
world in all colours 
and sizes. 


